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ABSTRACT

"AUTHOR: Richard M. Cooke, LTC, USMC
FORMAr: Monograph
DATE: 26 January 1973 PAGES: 31 CLASSIFICATION: Unclassified
TITLE: Manpower Policies and the Disadvantaged

This paper discusses the thrust of Manpower Policies that have been
enacted with a significant segment of the population as the target group,
the disadvantaged. The history of Manpower Policy in the United States
Is briefly reviewed as are some of the more important pieces of legislation.
This leads to a discussion of programs in being followed by a section on
barriers to employment which the disadvantaged must surmount. Finally,
the paper evaluates present Manpower Policy and concludes that the problem
has been recognized, but that new legislation is required to correct all
of the ailments of the many programs.
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PREFACE

This paper was prepared and presented to the faculty of the

of t':e.e requirements for a Graduate Degree in Public Administration.
The paper satisfied the requirements for two courses taken during the
fall semester of 1972. These courses were: Political Science 522,
Formation of National Public Policy and Political Science 526, Manpower
Policy. Dr. John Marrero, a professor on the graduate faculty at
Shippensburg, was the instructor for both courses and provided the
basic guidance for the material found in this paper. Permission was
granted for the use of this paper to satisfy the requirements of the
USAWC Student Research Program.

The manpower policies of the United States, and most especially
those created during the 1960s, have been the subject of much attention
and controversy. The crisis oriented direction and rapid expansion of
the many varying programs offering a multitude of services has made it
difficult for the disadvantaged to receive the intended benefits. In
the coming decade it is necessary that the Congress recognize the
seriousness of the problem and legislate the remedies so sorely needed.
Only in this manner will America fully realize the great potential of
one of her natural resources, manpower.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this monograph is to discuss the thrust of present

manpower policies that have been enacted with a significant segment

of our population as the target group, the disadvantaged. But before

proceeding further, one is prompted to ask why is such a study necessary

and what is its worth? I believe that former President Lyndon Johnson

answered thcae questions in his message to Congress in May, 1968. He

said:

In every city, there are men who wake up each morning and
have no place to go; men who want work--but cannot break the
confining welfare chain or overcome the barriers of life-
long discrimination, or make up for the lack of schooling
and training.

When we talk about unemployment, we are talking about
these citizens, who want and need personal dignity and a
stake in America's progress.

When we talk about manpower programs, we are talking
about hope for these Americans. 1

The picture presented is a Pervasive one, for it encompasses the

young and the aged, the handicapped, heads of broken homes, and members

of minority groups; most of whom are poverty stricken. These are the

disadvantaged, the subject of this paper. Hopefully thit: study will

illuminate their problems and provide some measure of undevstanding of

the massive task facing our country if the disadvantaged are to become

1
Lyndon B. Johnson, Message to the Congress of the United States,

1 May, 1968, Manpowe. Report of the President--1968 (Washington: US
Government Printing 'ffice, 1968), pp. 1-2.

1
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useful and fully participating members of our society.

The paper sets out to briefly review some of the more significant

legislation in the manpower policy field. The emphasis here is not on a

long range historical review, recognizing that the United States has a

long history of federal support for voeational training, but on a brief

synopsis of important legislation. I believe that an understanding

of the broader aspects of recent manpower policipm is an essential element

if the problems of the disadvantaged are to be fully appreciated.

The study then moves to an examination of the barriers to employ-

ment which face the disadvantaged, with an evaluation of the manpower

programs previously described.

Due to the nature of the study, research has been largely confined

to the libraries at Shippensburg State College and the US Army War

College, utilizing the books and periodicals dealing with the subject.

As with most research projects of this nature, timeliness is a problem

because the policies and programs change frequently. Books of the mid-

sixties are thcrefore of dubious value, other than as a source of history.

For contemporary legislation, governmental reports and records were

relied upon almost exclusively.



Chapter 2

CONTEMPORARY LEGISLATION--THE FLOOD-TIDE YEARS

What is manpower policy? August C. Bolino wrltos that the central

mission of most manpower programs is to facilitate the free movement and

use of labor. 2 To assess another view, consider the definition of

Seymour Wolfbein:

An active manpower policy has as its goal the provision of
assistance to individuals which will enable them to become as
freely employed as they seek to be, in a manner consonant with their
own talents, aptitudes, and interests, in an e~ivironment of fair
standards and equal opportunity, and with the c•hance to maintain
thpmselves in an adaptable, flexible and responsive stance to
the changing demands of the world of work. 3

Our federal manpower policy has focused on developing and

operating training and work-experience programs for unemployed and the

underemployed (chiefly the disadvantaged) and on pursuing efforts to

improve the efficiency of the labor market in matching jobs and workers. 4

2August C. Bolino, Manpower And The City (Cambridge: Schenkman
Publishing Company, 1969), p. 76.

3Seymour Wolfbein, Work in American Society (Glenview: Scott,
Foresman and Company, 1971), p. 127.

4 Manpower Report of the President-1972 (Washington: US Government
Printing Office, 1972), p. 71

3
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Manpower policy then deals mainly with the supply of labor.

Its concern is for the peopl'e making up the labor supply; the poor,

unemployed, and those in need of education, training, information, etc. 5

With an understanding of the meaning of manpower policy, the

paper moves to exemine briefly its history in the US.

Manpower policies are not new in America although the phrase

is. Major elements of such policy can be found as early as 1785, in

the Northwest Ordinance. The Morrill Act of 1862 established federal

assistance for vocational training through the creation of land-grant

colleges. In 1917, the Smith Hughes Act expanded federal support for

vocational education. After the Second World War, the G.I. Bill of

Rights enabled millions of veterans to complete their education through

federal assistance. It is noteworthy that -he early legislative efforts

cited above were for the most part only ad hoc responses to specific

situations.6 Regretfully the same situation exists today.

The second World War had long lasting effects upon the nation's

manpower policies. Not only did it rescue millions from unemployment,

but vast numbers were also trained and educated.7 An additional benefit,

largely ignored by manpower policy experts, was that America became

accustomed to the expenditure of massive sums of money for programs she

deemed worthwhile. The war did not, however, erase the spectre of the

5Wolfbein, op. cit.

6 1bid., p. 126

7Sar A. Levitan and Garth L. Mangum, Federal Training and Work
Programs in the Sixties (Ann Arbor: Institute of Labor and Industrial
Relations, 1969), p. 8.
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9 million unemployed in this country at the wars' beginning. Congress

was preoccupied with a search for answers to the manpower dilemma even

as the war was being fought. For many Congressmen, the problem could

only be solved with the active intervention and support of the federal
8

government. Garth Mangum writcs that it was the fpar of unemployment
9

which lead to the passage of the Employment Act of 1946. This act

stated a specific concern for maximum employment, production and pur-

chasing power, but it did not provide procedures or authorizations for

improving manpower resources. It would take other events to shake the

US from its doldrums.

Two occurrences in 1957 spelled an end to the long period of

complacency over manpower policy. The first was the successful launch-

ing of Sputnik by the Russians. It was considered by many to be a

signal that the United States was losing its technological and scientific

lead over the U.S.S.R. The remedy was the passage of the National Defense

Education Act of 1958, which committed federal funds to a new national

goal of increasing the supply of scientists.

The second important event was the receosion which had reached

the highest levels since the thirties. Up until that time, administration
10

policies had continued to focus on controlling inflation.

8
Bolino, op. cit., p. 78.

9
Garth L. Mangum, The Emergence of Manpoe" .'njLcX (New York:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969), p. 21.
10
Ibid., p. 25.
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Unemployment persisted even after the recession and concentrations of

unemployed and underemployed persons in depressed areas fueled the demand

fur federal action.

In order to combat unemployment in areas where economic recovery

•ias lagging, the Congress enacted the Area Redevelopmerc Act. This 1961

bill offered to depressed areas funds which included up to 16 weeks of

skill training for their jobless workers. Although the program was

limited in scope, enactment of the ARA was explicit recognition by the

government that areas nf high unemployment should be assisted with

federal funds. 1 1

Following closely on the heels of ARA wds the passage of the

Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962. This act contained much

broader provisions for institutional and on-the-job training, new support

for manpower research, and required an annual assessment and report by

the President of the nation's manpower requirements. "The passage of

the Manpower Development and Training Act was a recognition that the.

benefits of a changing technology accrue to society and that the

resulting burdens are not borne by individuals alone."' 1 2 Underlying the

programs of MDTk was the assumption that despite high levels of pre-

vailing unemployment, jobs were available aad they existed because the

unemployed were not properly prepared to fill the job vacancies. In

the first three years after enactment, the MTA allocated $435 million

liManpower Report of the President-1972, o2. cit., p. 8.

1 2 Bolino, op. cit., p. 85.
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to encourage retraining of the unemployed and the underemployed. Payments

to those eligible were geared to the payments of state unemployment ser-

vices. Under the original Act, any unemployed person or worker in a

farm family with less than $1,200 annual net family income was eligible

for assistance. The trainee could receive a training allowance if he

was an unemployed head of a family who had not less than three years

of work eYperience. Training allowances of $20 a week could be paid

to youths between the ages of 19 and 22, but these payments were limited

to 5 percent of the total training allowance expenditures. 13

MDTA training courses, unlike the Area Redevelopment Act, were

to be offered in prosperous as well as depressed areas. However, the

results were that most of the trainees were from depressed areas since

state allotments were determined on the basis of the numbers of unemployed.

Amendments in 1963, 1965, 1966, and 1968 revised the funding process to

give the states the authority to develop and administer manpower programs

as well as broadening the span of the programs. 14

By 1965, MDTA had met its objective of enrolling 400,000 trainees

in its first three years of existence. As the rate of unemployment dec-

reased, the numbers of workers seeking employment began to decline causing

manpower administrators to dip deeper into the economic barrel for trainees.

This served to reinforce the need to provide basic literacy and pre-

vocational training to those who were less than well prepared for employment. 1 5

13Legislative Analysis, Manpower Training And Lmployment Proposals
(Washington: American Enterprise Institute, 1970), p. 6.

14 1bid.

15BolinO, op. cit., p. 90.
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Calling attention to groups in the population not originally designated

for special help, i.e., the poorly educated, members of minority groups,

men and women of low incomes--all who faced hurdles in obtaining decent

paying jobs which would enable them to support themselves and their

dependents--resulted in making MDTA a more flexible and responsive

instrument for meeting the diverse needs of disadvantaged groups. 16

To sum up, the MDTA played a large part in the federal manpower policies

and programs in the sixties that had not only become much more extensive,

but had become part of a deliberate, purposive, organized, and aff-

irmative commitment overtly aimed at problems of unemployment and poverty

and allied with economic policy. 1 7

As America moved into the sixties, the civil rights movement

servec to further generate additional federal support for training

aad rehabilitating of the unemployed and the disadvantaged. Although

the movement initially focused on the political and ci.'il rights of

blacks, it soon became clear that Negroes and other deprived minorities

could not compete on an equal footing without special economic assistance.

As President Kenn.dy said, "Employment opportunities play a major role

in determining whether civil rights are meaningful. There is little

value in a Negroe's obtaining the right to be admitted to hotels and

restaurants if he has no cash in his pocket and no job." 1 8

1 6 Manpower Report of the President-1972, op. cit.

1 7Wolfbein, op. cit.

18Sar A. Levitan and Garth L. Mangum, Making Sense of Federal
Manpower Policy (Washington: National Manpower Policy Task Force, 1967),
pp. 2-3.
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The solution seemed to be the same as for general employment--more jobs

and more training--but there was a significant difference. Without the

civil rights movement and the attention it focused on the disadvantrnged

minorities, the reduction of unemployment might have reduced effective

support for continuing manpower efforts. 1 9

Other programs were rushed through Congress in the mid-sixties

which were part of President Johnson's "War on Poverty." Under the

Economic Oppo:unity Act of 1964, several manpower training programs

were established which included the Job Corps and the Neighborhood

Youth Corps umong ýthers.

The Job corps was established with the eurpose of pruvidlng

general education, vocational training and work and physical conditioning

to persons between the ages of i6 and 21 who were out of school, unem-

ployed, or in "dead end" jobs. Both urban and rural job training centers

were operated under contract by private corporations or Adnicational

institutions to train enrollees for various skilled and service jobs

and to provide basic education. Rural conservation centers were estab-

lished to provide basic education and training in cC&.Oervation work and

related activities. They were set out in rural areas in the belief that

if the youths enrolled could be removed from their home environment

their chances of rehabilitation would be greatly enchanced. 2 0

191bid., p. 3.

2 0Legislative Analysis, op. cit.
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The Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) was originated by Senator

Hubert H. Humphrey. In the course of the Senate debate on the Economic

Opportunity Act, he stated the purpose of NYC. He said, "To put idle

youth to work constructively and, in some cases, to help prevent high

school dropouts by providing part-time work. This program . . . . would

provide many needed community jobs." 2 1 The Youth Corps consists of

three separate programs:

(1) The in-school program is 8psigned to provide participants
with a certain number of hours of employment per week in order to
provide participants with a sufficient amount of money so they won't
drop out of school for financial reasons.

(2) The summer Neighborhood Youth Corps is similar to the in-
school program in that it is meant to provide income to needy
youths so they will return to school in the fall. The focus of the
in-school and summer programs is on employment and income rather
than on training or education.

(3) Out-of-school Neighborhood Youth Corps programs provide full-
time work programs for idle 16 to 20 year olds, mostly high school
dropouts. There are a variety of work situations, including main-
tenance, custodial, and health work. 9owever, the programs rarely
offer vocational training and basic education and, therefore, help
little in improving a youth's employability or hiz propensity to
return to school. 2 '

JOBS, acronym for Job Opportunities in the Business Sector, was

established in 1967 for the purpose of encouraging priva.e industry to

hire, train, retrain, and upgrade the hard-core uniemployed and underemployed

workers of 18 years and older. The program, an outgrowth of the Coa-

centrated Employment Program (CEP), which had set out in 1967 to locate

21U.S., Congressional Record, 87th Cong., July 23, 1964, p. 16219.

2 2Legislative Analysis, op. cit., pp. 7-8



the hard-core unemployed and provide jobs in the private sector, was

launched by President Johnson in 1968 with initial funding of some $151

million. With this amount as a starter he hoped to put 100,000 men

and -iomen in jobs by June 1h6) end I7,CCO z work by 1971.2: To

find additional jobs in the private sector, the President established

the National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB) and asked Henry Ford to serve

as its head.

JOBS had been limited to the hard-core unemployed in 50 major

metropolitan areas. In 1970 the program was expanded to Include all

hard-core unemployed workers on a nationwide basis. The employment of

Negroes and other minority groups was stressed. JOBS has been des-

cribed as an attempt to distribute existing job opportunities more

equitably ---- not a device to create more jobs. 2 4

In 1970, a major change was introduced into the JOBS program.

In order to up grade workers abilities who are caught in low-skill jobs,

the government began paying the extra costs involved in special training

programs. Additionally, financial assistance was given to employers in

upgrading a small number of employees to skill occupations where labor

shortages existed.

Ano-her important adjunct to the LPonomic Opportunity Act was

created by a 1965 amendment. Operation Mainstream was initiated to pro-

23Bolit.o, op. cit., p. 190.

2 4 Legislative A ialysis, op. cit., p. 8.
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vide counseling, basic education, and work experience for adults who

were chronically unemployed and who lived in rural areas. The jobs

are provideu in community development and beautificati-2P p) -gta=z.

Little, if any, job training was offered, but for mcny par-icip~nts

the earning suppler.ente6 their meager Soc.al Security payments. 2 5

WIN .or Work Incentive Program, -wa enacted _-c.-er 1967 amend-

ments to the Social Security Act. Required of all states, it provides

for t-a2ning, literacy development, and child care for those referred

by welfare :.gencies in order to move into productive employment,

employable persons on the rolls of Aid to Dependent Families(CF L

Program. To encourage welfare recipients to seek work, WIN allows then'

to retain p-'rr of their welfare payments in addition to their earnings.

The first $.0 of :heir monthly earnings plus 30 per cent of all their

additional earnings can be retained without reducing their welfare

benefits .26

WIN also provides for the creation of public jobs, and workers

assigned to such jobs are to receive at least 20 per cent of heir

welfare grants. For the most part, participants have been enrolled in

remedial education or pre-vocational training and few have been assigned

to public employment projects.27

The New Careers Program was also established by an amendment to

the Economic Opportunity AcZ. The aims were to relieve shortages of

2 )Ibid., p. 9.

2t)Wolfbein, op. cit., p. 130.

2 7]egislative Analysis, op. cit., p. 9.
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professional personnel in many human-service occupations by training

poor and underemployed for paraprofessional jobs in such undermanned

fields as health, education, and public assistance. The program

emphasized jobs which have built-in training and advancement. Enrollees

are placed in subprofessional jobs with public aiid private nonprofit

aguncies who receive federal subsidies to finance the cost of training.

With the major programs of the sixties revie •a, it may be

propitious tc look at the number of enrollees and amount of funding for

manpower programs. The data is for fiscal yenr 1971.

ENROLLMENT
PROGRAM ENROLLMENT (Thousands)

MDTA (OJT and Institutional) 200.7
NYC (In school and suhi-ier programs) 658.8
NYC (Out of school training) 40.1
Opcration Mainstrean 23.3
NeY Careers (Public Service Careers) 42.4
CEP Not Given
JOBS 68.2
WIN 60.7
Job Corps 22.4

TOTAL 1,136.6

TABLE 128

28Manpower Report of President-1972, op. cit., p, 261.,
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FUND ING

PROGRAM FY-71 FUNDING (Thousands)

MDTA '"JT and Institutiona?.) $324,221
NYC (In schuol and summer ?rograms) $31U,258
NYC (Out of scnool training) $115,195
Operation Mainstream $ 71,550
New Careers (Public Service Careers) $ 91,636
CEP $166,752
JOBS $169,051
WIN $ 64,085
Job Corps $160,187

TOTAL $1,464,935

TABLE 229

2 9 1bid.



Chapter 3

BARRIMS TO EMPLOYMENYE--"WHY CAN'T THEY FIND A JOB"?

The chief concern of manpower policy is now the disadvantaged

worker who during periods of great economic prosperity remains unemployed.

These people, in President Johnson's words, "are ' 1 ocked from productive

Employment by barriers rooted in poverty. lack of health, lack of

education, lack of training, and lack of motivation".30 If a g&eater

appreciation of th disadvantaged and their problems is to be gained,

then an understanding of the barriers they face is essential.

In 1967, finding the term unemployment inadequate to mcasure

the economic situation of the disadvanteged, a broader, more useful

term of sub-employment was established. This term introduced the issue

of the quaLity of enmploymzent as represented by monies earned. This

was espec5: 1 ly itportant to manpower development in Poverty areas since

it took into account the employed poor. This group now presents a

larger problem; in terms of numbers, than the unemployed)31

The sub-employed are a diverse gruup, with varied problems

requiring different approaches. Therefore, no one policy can deal

with the employment problems of the sub-enployed.

3 0 Lyndon B. Johnson, Message to the Congress of the United States
23 January, 1968, Manpower Report of the President-1968 (Washington:
US Government Printing Office, 1968), p. KI,

3 1 Manpower Report of the President-1968 (Washington: US Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1968), p. 84.

15
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This diversity explains in part wý,y this group finds it difficult

to keep a job. The reasons may ster. from psycho-social chararteristics

or low motivation. But its important that these t~pical difficulties

not be considered as norms for the entire group. Similarily, barriers

to employment should not be considered without assessing the availability

of job opportunities. Surely a most crucial point.

A question often heard is, What are the reasons for the hig.a

unemplcyment rates of the blacks? An unemployment rate which in ".0

cities surveyed by the Department of Labor in 1966 stood at 10 per cert

or higher. In two of the city sltus surveyed, the unemployme.,L rate was

was above 15 per cent. 3 2 These unemployment figures continue to remain

approximately double that of the white population.

In addition to having high rates of unemployment, those in poverty

areas are out of work for longer periods of time. Many of the unemployed

men of normal irking age are neither employed nor looking for work,

some suffer poor health, and others have been discouraged by their

inability to find a job. Additionally, many slum residents are working

only part-time in low paying and often low-skilled jobs. 3 3

In urban poverty areas surveyed in 1966, it was found that whites

outnumbered non-whites by a factor of 3 to 2.. It is only in the very

worst slums that the non-whites dominate. 3 4 Due to their extremely high

32 Ibid.

331bid., p. 85.

34Manpower Report of rtic Ptesident-lq67 (Wasl'ington: US Govern-
ment Pringing Office, 1967), p, '6.
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ratt of unemployment, however, blacks represent a majority of all of

the poverty area unemployed.

A study conducted! in Newark, New Jersey, has revealed that youth

unemployment, once thought to be the dominant problem in poverty areas,

though significant is secondary to the greater numbers of unemployed

Negro men. 3 5 It is therefore incumbent upon manpower policy makers

to ensure that the employment needs of the adults are giver as much,

if not more emphasis than those of the youth.

Tiere are many factors which seem to operate against the sub-

employed minority groups in urban areas. Among tnese are, locial...

psychological factors, lack of education and trcining, ill health,

discrimination and other employer *ractices with respect to selection

of employees and distance from sobs. These are only a few of the

barriers which contribute to joblessness, underemployment, and low

earnings. The magnitude of the task in overcoming these barriers is

best illustrated by this passage:

Training the hard-core unemployed--even for factory work--is
more difficult than imagined and there are no overnight solutions ....
it can involve teaching a man how to catch the correct bus, or how
to get up in the morning, or getting him glasses so he may learn
enough reading for simple jobs .... These people .... have to be
taught the letters that spell common colors so they can read the
instruction cards that tell them to put a blue or green steering
wheel on a car an it comes down the assembly line.... They must learn
simple addition so that they can count boxes of parts they take
of a supplier's truck .... Some sign an "X" for their names ....
We have had to overcome fear and resentment, hostility and a
history of failure.36

35jack Chernick, Newark-New JErscy: Ppulation and Labor Force, Spring
1967 (Brunswick, N.J..: Rutgers-Thu State University, December 1467), p. 12.

3 6 New York Times, June 16, 1968, p. 52.
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High rates of joblessness and low earnings in city slums have

been cited often as distinctivE characteristics of the large-city

sub-employed. Further, that they are less motivated to work, lack perse-

verance in their work, and in general are alienated from the world of

work. It appears that these aEsumptions do '-ave some validity. Employers

reports indicate that the men from big-city ?overty centers who quit

after being hired have poor motivwtion and work ettitudes. This in

turn acts ds a barrier to further employment. The social-psychological

factors ,ised in explanation for job behavior of Negroes and other low-

income gr,upo in their difficulty in getting and holding jobs include;

attitudes, aspirations, Fjtivation, ability, willingness to .efer grati-

fication, and self image, More recently, an individuals early family

life nas been used as an explanation of the complex interrelationships

chu factors encompass. The basic assumption is that a person's celf

perception, his attitudes toward wo-k, his motivation, and his ability

to postpone self gratizications affect his chances of getting and keeping
37

a job.

There is a w..Ilth of material on distribution, relevance and cas-

ualit2 as they .elate to psycho-sociological barrier' to enmployment.

This paper, limited in scope as :t is, cannor hope to cover all of the

aspects which should be covered in order to gain a better understanding

ot the problem. The brief explanation whi, h follows sums up Lome of

the more important, but still tentaLive conclusions,

37
ManpowerReport of the President-1968. 2p. cit., p. 86,
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--Sincc the disadvanr aged are no: "-':ogeneouz, uhat may be
chz:acturisttc of the :,!:t troualed ird-viduals in this category
na- -. b~e gererally apyli:.ble to the disadvantaged.

--The di'idi-Z iine between ezpioyability and t.he lack of it
is not fi.xed. 7; part, it reflects enplovers' judgwents about
i-dividuals, made in tht ze-text of the general labor supp'.y-
and-devan<" situation. These relative judxgents apply to the wrk
attxtudez and riotivation of individuals as well as their levels
cf education a.ad skill.

-- Th. e--tent to w.hich these difficulties are the iajor factors
ir sub--rrplover-t is unclear. Still lacking is an adequate
understarding of the connections between att.ti.res and work patterns.
Attitudes are certainly significant, tb'. Lc is not yet possible
to sa' wI.at the most re vant attit.aes are, nL- precisely how
they influence actions

The -=lic- implications of the social-psychological factors are

also uncertain. One mathod mrght be tc attempt to nodify the disadvantaged

attitudes before introJucing him to a job situatior.. A second approach

would place the disadvantaged person in a job situation and then apply

all of the a~rivi*:ies and services required to iufluence his attitudes

and ability to adequately perforin in his lob. The latter approach

r-:-inds one of the Hawthorne Studies. A series of exnerixnental studies

conducted at the HaWL,'erne -lant on the W~estern Electric Company ii) Chicago

from 1927 to 1919. These studies are a classic in their fie!, and helped

lay rhe present day framework for the hunan relations movement.39

In the early sixties, the emphasis has beer on the fir;.t approach.

More recently, empnasis has shifted to getting workers into jobs .- based

• . d. , p. S8.

3 9Frit;; J. Poothlisberger and W iliro, 1. 1)ickson, Managerw•nt .,•,d
thL Worker (CamNLridgc l!'arvard UnivesýyV Press, 19B2), p. 4.
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on the theory that "real life" -.. rk situations are thosemost likely

to affect attitudes. The aim is to provide a fully developed work

identi..ty through p-ogress'Lon.40

Thiz latter approach suggests the need for selective job development

aimed at the particular groups ti be served and is one of the major

emphases of the manpowe program. Although the cooperation of private

industry has been solicited in placing the disadvantaged in regular

jobs, (the JOBS and CEP programs in particular) protected job situations

may be needed by these small groups.

With the myriad of barriers thus far discussed, it is easy to

see how difficult it is to program manpower policy for everyone. Especially

so when one considers that the same social-psychological factors are

not equally significant in every case.

Other Factors.

The obstacles to employment which impinge upon the attempts of

the disadvantaged to find work are partly personal, partly environmental

and partly institutional. Taking account of the personal factors first,

one should consider the plight of Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans and

Negroes who do not have a basic education or even a basic command of

the English language which would normally be considered a requisite

for employment. Many more lack the skills essential for the jobs available.

Health problems and lack of adequate medical care also act as barriers

to employment. Records of police and bad debt difficulties are likewise

personal problems which may significantly influence potential employers. 4 1

4 0Manpower Report of the President-1968, op. cit., p. 89.
4 1 Ibid.
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In addition to these personal lactors, the 2ppearance of the

potential worker; his or her dress habits, hair style and grooming

can make them less likely to be employed. With todays emphasis on

individualism the factor of appearance should be downgraded by potential

employers. but moxe likely than not it is overemphasized. Unfortunately,

many sub-employed mirror in their personal appearance and behavior the

difficulties th.-y might bring to the job--untidiness, inattention to
42

detail and, unreliability.

Many disadvantaged persons, although willing to work, do not

know how to effectively search for a job. For many, the problem may

be the simple act of reading and responding to a want ad. Foc others,

it may be that a shortage of money prevents them from crossing town

to respond to an advertisement. it may be that the personal isolation

of si,,m dwellers acts as a barrier sinve the disadvantaged are forced to

re.. so heavily on informal lines of comunication.

The lack of transportation facifities also act as an institutional

barrier to the unemployed. The large metropolitan areas with the slums

ard poverty centers are increasingly serarated from the Jo. rmarkets as

busznesb and indcstr: moves to the suburbs. Wile the suoutban dweller

drives to the city for his work, residents of central slums are trapped

by their irability to cozm=te to jobs in the exp-3nding cut-r
43

saburban rinL,.

42
id.

>,d** p
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Perhaps the most important and least understood institutional

barri'er is discrimination. Discrimination against ethnic minority

groups, the largest group of slum dwellers, and the aged. The hiring

or workers is a process of selection, (or exclusion) vhich keeps out

those who do not fit the personnel managers' concept of what the employee

should look like. Applicants for jobs undergo & process of testing,

interviewing, and scrutiny of credentials which operates as an important

barrier to employment. As an example, the requirement for a high school

degree for many of the disadvantaged is an effective obstacle which few

can overcome. Research has illustrated that even when the desired

educational requirements for a job are achieved, the financial gain

resulting to blacks is much lower than the gain to whites. The attain-

ment of a high school diploma was worth a little over $8 per week

for a black ghetto area resident. The gain for his white neighbor (same

sex and age, living in the same city, with equivalent training and

employed in the same industry) was about $1% a week more in extra wages.

These gains have been shown to be about the same in terms of schooling
44

and occupational status.

The most significant results were found in connection with

unemployment. The white rcsident of a ghetto area with a high school

diploma could expect to be unemployed elmost 4 percent less often than

the dropout. The bLack with the same background could expect the

gain to be reduced to an expectation of unemployment of only 4 tent:hs

44
hepneLt tiarrison, Tiainiog foc Nowhere, Washington Posac,

Now-mý), 19, 197Z, p, 4,
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of 1 percent. Surprisingly, college educated blacks from the poverty

areas were unemploye almost as often as those who did not go beyond

high school. 4 5

In terms of unemployment, the results for blacks was nearly

identical whether the negro lived in ghetto or the suburbs. Suburban

blacks do not gain any more from their education than do the ghetto

blacks. It appears to make little difference where the blacks live

because the forces which prevent them from enjoying gains from their

schooling comparable to whites is omnipresent. These forces cannot be

escaped via a high school degree. 4 6

Oscar Ornati of NYU has stated:

The preponderance of Negroes in low-wage, low skill occupations .....
appears to be the result of discrimination, which is rationalized
in terms of irsuffic-ent education and skills. Thus, excessive
emphasis on education and training may, in view of the persistence
of discrimination in hiring and promotion, prove to be what
is similiarly called a cop-out. 4 7

This chapter eet out to discuss the barriers to jobs which face

the disadvantaged. These factors include social psychological, poor

health, discrimination, job structure, education and training, and

employer practices with respect to selection of employees. As we identify

each barrier, that in itself is a step forward, we then should turn our

efforts toward the reduction or elimination of them. It is important

4 5 1bid.

4 6 1bid.

47
Ibid.
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that our manpower policies be directed toward the recuction and

elimjý.klion of these barriers if a large and significant segment of

our population is to move forward.



Chapter 4

EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS--HAS THE SHOTGUN HIT ANYONE?

In reviewing contemporary legislative of the last decade, one

is struck by the seemingly "all-inclusiveness" of it all. The broad

scope of the aids to the disadvantaged is impressive and it appears

to take care ot everyone and his or her parLicular need. Buc is it

as neat and tidy as it seems, or has it been a shotgun approach in

response to each crisis as it occurred?

In terms of numbers, the impact of the new programs has been

great as evidenced by tne two charts which appear earlier in this

paper. Most of the available literature suggests that large numbers

of the disadvantaged have had successful transitions from welfare to

worker. Bu': has enough been accomplished? Couldn't the private sector

do more, particularly with respect to equal opportunity. The answers

to the two last questions are no and yes respectively.

"(.cnsider this telling point which Boliro makes.

No government program now operating gives any substautial promise
of meeting the problems of Negro unemployment in the slums. The
Manpower Development and Training Act, the Economic Opportunity Act,
the llementary and Secondary Education Act, and the Economic
Development Act--these and similar efforts have been going on for
fiv( years. Yet ir these years, while family income was increasing
14 per cent nationally, and family income of Negroes was increasing
24 per cent, family income in Watts declinud. 4 8

48

Bolino, op. cit., p. 201
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With regaid to progress in equal opportunity, it has been

characterized as, 'slow, faltering, and often g adgingly obtained and

hardly to the satisfaction of the people involved." 4 9

There are still many problems with manpower policy, too numerous

to delineate in detail. The following six factors are generally consid-

ered to be the crux of the problems in todays' manpower programs.

First, theta are too many programs with different eligibility

requirements and funding sources. In spite of the shotgun approach,

too many people have not been struck with the kind of training they

need. Often times the concern is on filling blots in a particular

program rather on developing an appropriate mix to fit what an indiv-

idual might need. Because of their diversity, the programs are not

made aware to those in need. The programs only aidi a few of the total

number who require assistance.

The second point is that a great deal of duplication exists in

manpower programs. Coordination between agencies on the Federal, State

and Municipal levels is still a significant admin.SLc.ztive problem.

Tha-" has been too much competition between federal agencies for control

of thv programs. The programs are operated by a myriad of organizations

and companies. The Department of Labor alone deals with over 10,000

different sponsors in operating it's programs. Moreover, each program

is accompaaied by regulations which specify the rate of pay, eligibility

criteria, *ind conditions of training. 50

49

Woi-bein, op. cit., p. 135.

5ýLegjslattvc Analysis, op0. Cit., p. 1I.
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Third, there is a concentration of manpower programs in

Washington, D.C. State and local authorities have been given little

opportunity to display initiative since the programs depend on federal

control.

Fourth, the coordination of manpower programs with similar

programs has received little effort. Therefore, state and local manpower

officials have a difficult task in developing plans to draw upon the

resources of the federal government.

Fifth, the system of training allowances competes with other

programs. In many cases, peopleq are in a position to shop around

for the program which gives ther the greatest r(,..irn in terms of allowances,

whether they need it or not.

Lastly, manpower programs have not been usei effectively with

the totality of monetary and fiscal poli-ies so that fluctuations in

the level of economic activity can be dealt witl. A powerful economic

stimulus could be derived from vanpower policies by improving the labor

force.
5 1

5 1 1bid.



Chapter 5

CONCLUSION

At the beginning, this paper set out to examine the thrust of

manpower policies directed at tl,. disadvantaged. Although encompassing

only a short review of the existing legislation, barriers to employment

and problems with existing programs, it is hoped that some appreciation

for the magnitude of the task facing this country has been garnered.

I think Representative James Scheurer stated the value of manpower

policy when he said:

I believe we could show them a balance sheet-income
statement approach by uiing all of the known ter'niqaes of
business and economic analysis, that creating a citizen and
a worker with reading and writing tools, out of an illiterate,
is about as good an economic investment as our society could
make. Apart from the question of preparing these people to fill
jobs in an urbanized, automated society, they will of course be
better citizens. And we will be creating tax payers out of tax
eaters. I don't think there is a finer, more basic economic
investment that our Nation could make.52

This paper has not attempted a lengthy critique of present manpower

policies nor has it attempted to devise a new program. There is enough

written on that subject already and legislation is pending which should

correct many of the ills of present programs. I believe it is safe to

say that manpower policy makers have recognized the need for a comprehensive

national manpower policy. It is now up to the legislators to place the

remedies into action. As President Nixon stated,"....even though manpower

programs have grown in number, the need for manpower training has out-

52

60o11•o, o_ cit., p. V.
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paced the capability of these older programs to provide serviceso''53

I deem it essential that new legislation be enacted that will cure the

ills of manpower programs as previously described and so well known to

anyone familiar with manpower policy. To quote President Nixon once

more, the new program "would benefit citizens in every corner of the

Nation and offer renewed hope to members of cur society who have lacked

opportunity--hope for jobs, for advancement, and for a better standard

of living."'54

Who are thb disadvantaged? Elliot Liebow offers this description

in way of clos4 ng:

When we look at what the men bring to the job rather than
what the job offers to men, it is essential to keep in mind that
we are not looking at men coming to the job fresh, just out of
school perhaps, and newly prepared to undertake the task of making
a living, or from another job where they earned a living and are
prepared to do the same on this job. Each man comes to the job
with a long history characterized by his not being able to support
himself or his family. Each man carries this knowledge, born of
his experience, with him. He comes to the io' flat and stale,
wearied by the sameness of it all, convinced of his own incompetence,
terrified of responsibility--cf being tested still again and found
wanting. 5 5

5jRichard Nixon, Message to the Congress of the United States, 7
iebruary, 1972, Manpower Report of the President-1972 (Washington:. US
Government Printing Office, 1972). p. xi.

541bid., p. xiii.

5 5Eliiot Liebow, ysCorner (Boston-, Little, Brown, and Companv
p. 53.

RICHARD MN COOKE'
LT COL USKC
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